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A B S T R A C T

In this study, the local electrochemical activity of AA2024-T3 and AA7475-T761 joined by friction stir welding
(FSW) was investigated as a function of time by electrochemical tests in 0.01 mol L−1 NaCl solution using a mini
cell. The welding procedure resulted in increased electrochemical activity of the weld affected zones of both
alloys, which electrochemical activities increased with immersion time, as demonstrated by the electrochemical
behavior. In the heat affected zone (HAZ) and the thermomechanically affected zone (TMAZ) of AA7475-T651
the increased activity was due to precipitation of η phase at the grain boundaries stimulated by thermo-
mechanical effects. On the other hand, the enhanced activity in the TMAZ/HAZ of the AA2024-T3 was associated
to a large concentration of copper rich cathodic particles broken by tool rotation that were spread along this
zone. However, the zone of highest electrochemical activity was the stir zone (SZ) and this was ascribed to
galvanic coupling between the two alloys, AA2024-T3 and the AA7475-T651, where the former acted as
cathodic and the latter as anodic area.

1. Introduction

High strength aluminum alloys show excellent combination of me-
chanical and physical properties and consequently are widely used in
aeronautic, architecture, transport industriesand also in others sectors
requiring improved mechanical properties [1]. Large Al panels must be
assembled to achieve the final shape property, when used in huge
structures like aircrafts. For instance, aluminum alloys of the 2XXX and
7XXX series are used in the wing structure [2–5]. However, joining
these alloys by conventional fusion weld methods generates defects in
the joints, such as cracking, residual stresses and porosities [6–8].
Therefore, panels are frequently joined using rivets, increasing the final
weight of the structure.

In 1991, the Welding Institute (TWI) developed the friction stir
welding (FSW) process, a solid-state joining method performed at
temperatures below the materials melting point [6–9]. This process uses
a non-consumable rotating tool, employs lower heat input and does not
require metal addition or gas protection [10–12], avoiding some of the
welding problems previously mentioned. Besides providing joints with
better characteristics (less defects, low distortion and improved joints
performance) [13]. One of the main FSW achievements for large Al-
based structures used in the aerospace industry is weight reduction due

to rivet elimination [13,14]. Indeed, as documented in technical in-
formation released by digital platforms, each Airbus A380 wing con-
tains 750.000 rivets [15], whereas the assembly of a Boeing 747–8 has
1,000,000 of them [16]. Although it can be considered a relatively new
joining technique, FSW is already being used in the aerospace industry
for fabricating large volume fuel tanks for different space programs
[13] as well as commercial aircrafts, like the executive jet Eclipse 500,
which had 263 parts joined by FSW, representing the substitution of
more than 7300 fixation elements (approximately 60 %) [6], effectively
contributing for weight reduction and, therefore, lowering fuel con-
sumption, which are considered two of the main goals of the modern
aircraft industry [17].

Despite its advantages, FSW causes microstructural changes in the
weld affected zones, either due to heating or to mechanical effects or
even by the combined action of them. Four different zones with varied
microstructure result from FSW, namely: unaffected base metal (BM),
heat affected zone (HAZ), thermomechanically affected zone (TMAZ)
and stir zone (SZ) [6,14,18,19].

Due to the increased technological interest, in the last decades, in
the FSW process, a number of works were published aiming to in-
vestigate the microstructure, mechanical properties and the corrosion
behavior of FSWed aluminum alloys, most of them using similar alloys
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as substrates. Concerning the studies about the corrosion behavior of
FSWed similar 2XXX or 7XXX Al panels, it is frequently reported that
the most susceptible regions to corrosion are found within the weld
affected zone [20–25], even though some works indicate improved
corrosion resistance for this zone, particular for Al-Cu-Li alloys [26,27].

Complex structures like aircrafts, frequently establishes a main de-
sired property for structural components. For instance, for the upper
wing-stringer the static material properties that influence the design are
compressive yield strength and modulus of elasticity in compression, on
the other hand, for the lower skin-stringer the desired static properties

are: tensile strength, tensile yield strength and tensile modulus [17].
This occurs because the former structure is in compression during
flight, whereas the latter is primarily in tension [17]. Therefore, dif-
ferent alloys brands must be used either for different structural com-
ponents or even in the same component, depending on the specific
structural and load requirements. In aircrafts, different aluminum alloys
of the same or different brands can be joined [28]. In the literature,
only few works were devoted to investigating the corrosion behavior of
dissimilar Al alloys welded by FSW. For alloys not used in the aerospace
industryis reported higher corrosion resistance of the welded joint

Table 1
Chemical compositions (wt. %) of the aluminum alloys.

Element Al Mg Cu Zn Si P S Ca Ti Cr Mn Fe

2024 92.3 1.60 4.80 0.08 0.19 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.64 0.22
7475 89.4 1.90 1.70 6.20 0.15 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.22 0.02 0.12

Fig. 1. The mini cell with exposed area of 0.035 cm² in a three-electrode setup configuration used in corrosion tests.

Fig. 2. (a) Grain structure on transverse cross-section of dissimilar FSW between AA2024 and AA7475 and higher magnification of (b) advancing and (c) retreating
sides after etching with a solution of 25 ml HNO3 and 2 ml HF in 100 ml H2O.
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when compared with the base metals [8,29]. Patil and Soman [29] also
report that the corrosion current of the welded (6082/6061) joint de-
creased with the tool travel speed when alloy 6082 was positioned at
the advancing side and increased when the 6061 was at this position
[29]. Davoodi et al. [30] found that the corrosion of the FSW joint
between AA5083 (non-aerospace) and 7023 (aerospace) alloys takes
place at the interface between both materials, denominated by the
authors as “borderline”. According to the authors, the difference in
hardness between the two materials could explain this difference [30].

Concerning works specifically devoted to investigating the corrosion
behavior of FSWed 2XXX and 7XXX alloys, all the results show that the
corrosion process is mostly concentrated in the 7XXX material
[4,12,31]. For an Al–Li–Cu alloy and Al–Zn–Mg–Cu alloy joint, Wu
et al. [31] found that the HAZ of the 7XXX alloy, placed at the AS, was
the most susceptible zone to the exfoliation corrosion susceptibility test
(EXCO), likely due to a wide precipitate free zone (PFZ) and the pre-
cipitation of coarse η phase at the grain boundaries. This zone also
presented the lowest open circuit potential (OCP) values, indicating
that it can be galvanically sacrificed.

Niu et al. [2], in tests on dissimilar joints in EXCO solution, the
authors verified the difference in OCP when positioning the AA2024 on
AS and the AA7075 on the RS, compared with the AA2024 alloy on RS
and AA7075 on the AS. The authors observed that the location of the

MB in the AS or RS affects the corrosive performance of the SZs.
The OCP values of SZ with the AA2024 in the AS showed higher

values. Moreover, they also noted that the OCP of SZ was similar to the
OCP of the MB that was located in RS in both cases. However, through
the electrochemical corrosion tests of the 2A12/7075 dissimilar FSW
joint, Zhang et al. [32] observed that the corrosion resistance of SZ was
better when of the AA7075 was positioned at the AS. The authors were
also observed positive results in intergranular corrosion resistance of
the SZ when AA7075 was at the AS. The intergranular corrosion re-
sistance of the SZ exhibited was better than BM. The location of the
material in the advancing side (AS) or retreating side (RS), as an effect
on the electrochemical activity even with similar alloys, as investigated
by Queiroz et al. [33] with AA2024. The authors observed that clusters
of coarse intermetallic particles were more abundant in the TMAZ of
the RS, and this resulted in the formation of more severe localized
corrosion (SLC) sites in this region. Zhang et al. [34] in studies with
FSWed AA2024 and AA7075 joints observed that the rotation speed
mainly affects the local microstructure and the corrosion resistance of
the analyzed joints. In the polarization tests, SZ showed a higher cor-
rosion current density due to the occurrence of galvanic corrosion.

Galvanic coupling effects were also verified by Sidane et al. [12]
and de Abreu and collaborations [4] for 2XXX-7XXX FSWed plates. In
both investigations, the welded joint OCP was intermediary to that of
the 2XXX (higher) and 7XXX (lower), indicating, respectively, cathodic
and anodic polarization. Galvanic coupling was demonstrated in the
work of de Abreu et al. [4] by means of Local Electrochemical Im-
pedance Spectroscopy (LEIS), whereas SEM image presented by Sidane
et al. [12] showed localized corrosion of the 7449 alloy at the weld
center line, near the interface with the 2050 alloy.

In the studies involving FSWed 7XXX-2XXX alloys, except in the
work of Wu et al. [31], where OCP measurements seem to be performed
isolating each different zone of the weld, the electrochemical mea-
surements were carried out using the whole welded piece (comprising
the whole welded zone). None of them report results on the electro-
chemical behavior of the individual (non-coupled) zones. Therefore,
multiple galvanic coupling effects are reported in the experimental
results and, often, only the zone most susceptible to corrosion can be
identified. In the present work a microcell was employed to access the
electrochemical behavior in 0.01 mol L−1 NaCl solution of the different
zones affected by welding of AA2024-T3 and AA7475-T761 joined by
FSW. The EIS behavior was followed with immersion time and the in-
dividual corrosion susceptibility ranked and associated with micro-
structural features.

2. Materials and methods

The materials used in this study were AA2024-T3 and AA7475-
T761. The chemical compositions of both alloys were determined by X-
ray fluorescence spectroscopy and are presented in Table 1. The alloys
were produced by ALCOA and provided by Embraer as friction stir
welded sheets, with 2 mm thickness. The FSW process was carried out
with the tool rotating clockwise with the AA2024 at the advancing side
(AS), and the AA7475 at the retreating side (RS) of the welded joint.
AA2024 application in AS was due to its less hardness [35].

For microstructural and electrochemical characterization, the sam-
ples were grounded with SiC emery paper up to #4000 and then po-
lished with diamond paste up to 1 μm. Subsequently, they were

Fig. 3. SEM micrographs after polishing of the BM of (a) AA2024-T3 and (b)
AA7475-T651.

Table 2
Chemical composition (wt. %) of the constituent particles dos MB of both alloys.

Al Cu Mg Fe Mn Zn

2024 S – phase 637±3.7 29.2± 1.0 7.1± 3.5 – – –
Al-Cu-Fe-Mn 68.7± 2.6 16.1± 2.6 – 9.1± 0.8 5.7±0.4 –

7475 Al-Cu-Fe-Zn 72.2± 1.8 7.5±1.9 – 16.8± 2.3 – 3.5± 0.5
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degreased with 99.5 % ethanol, washed with distilled water and dried
under a hot air stream. The samples for transmission electron micro-
scopy (TEM) analysis were used as discs of 3 mm diameters. The
samples were grounded with SiC emery paper #1200 up to thick of
about 100 μm. After done that, electrolytic etching was performed in a
solution composed of 20 % nitric acid in methanol at 25 V and at −30
°C using a TenuPol equipment. The imaging was carried out using a
JEOL 2100 microscope, operanting in 200 kV.

Etched samples of the transverse cross-section (25 ml HNO3 and 2

ml HF in 100 ml H2O at (4± 1) °C [36]) were also prepared to reveal
the grains structures of the base metal and of the different weld zones.
Etching was performed by gently swabbing the sample surface with
cotton soaked with the etchant.

The electrochemical behavior was analysed on the surface of sample
of the different weld zones and of the two base metals (BM). It was
initially monitored by open circuit potential (OCP) measurements and
subsequently by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). A mini
cell (exposed area of 0.035 cm²), Fig. 1, in a three-electrode setup
configuration was used, with an Ag/AgCl/KCISat as the reference elec-
trode, a platinum wire as the auxiliary electrode and the working
electrode corresponding to the tested zone. The volume of electrolyte
used in the mini cell was 50 mL. Potentiodynamic polarization curves
were also obtained after 2 h of immersion; with a scan rate of 1 mV/s.
Electrochemical measurements were performed in the electrolyte
composed of naturally aerated 0.01 mol L−1 NaCl solution at (22± 2)
°C. EIS measurements were carried out from 5 h to 24 h of immersion in
the electrolyte with signal amplitude of 20 mVrms in the frequency
range from 100 kHz to 10 mHz. OCP measuments, EIS tests and po-
tentiodynamic polarization curves were performed in Solartron 1287
potentiostat coupled to a frequency response analyser (FRA). The
electrochemical tests were performed in triplicate to check reproduci-
bility

Microstructure and corrosion evolution of the FSW affected zones
and of the BM were investigated by using a Leica DMLM optical mi-
croscope (OM) and TM3000 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
coupled with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) detector.

Fig. 4. SEM micrographs of (a) SZ; (b) TMAZ, HAZ and BM of AA2024; (c) TMAZ, HAZ and BM of AA7475. Arrows indicate the direction of rotation of the welding
tool.

Fig. 5. Open circuit potential variation with exposure timeof the various zones
in the AA2024 and AA7475 alloys welded by FSW and exposed to 0.01 mol L−1

NaCl solution.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Microstructural characterization

The grains structures of the transverse cross-section after metallo-
graphic etching are shown in Fig. 2(a–c). The contribution of both al-
loys is observed by differences in their colors, especially in the under-
side, Fig. 2(a). The dark zones correspond to the AA2024, and the light
to the AA7475, respectively. As reported by other authors [4,5,8,37],
significant effects of the FSW on the alloys microstructures, such as
modification in the grain sizes and material mixture, were observed.

The SZ observed in Fig. 2(b and c) indicates small and equiaxed
grains resulting from dynamic recrystallization due to the FSW process
[6]. There is a transition between the elongated grains in the TMAZ/

HAZ and the equiaxed grains of the SZ, not only at the advancing side
(AA2024), Fig. 2(b), but also at the retreating ones (AA7475), Fig. 2(c).
Despite the metallographic attack, it was not possible to determine the
extension of the HAZ in both alloys, AA2024 and AA7475), as their
grain structures were very similar to their respective base metals. The
BM grains of both alloys, without the interference of the FSW process,
are elongated and characteristic of rolled materials, Fig. 2(b and c).

The microstructures of both alloys AA2024 and AA7475, observed
by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), are shown in Fig. 3(a and b). A
comparison of both micrographs shows that the AA7475 is “cleaner”
comparatively to the AA2024. A large number of constituent particles
were seen in the AA2024, consisting mainly of two types: small round
shaped particles, S-phase (Al-Cu-Mg) and particles with irregular shape,
mainly Al-Cu-Fe-Mn, according to EDS analysis shown in Table 2

Fig. 6. Nyquist diagrams for various exposure times to 0.01 mol L−1 NaCl solution of the (a) AA2024 (b) AA7475, (c) TMAZ of AA2024, (d) TMAZ of AA7475 and (e)
SZ.
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respectively. Fewer particles were seen in the AA7475 compared to the
AA2024, and these showed irregular morphologies and diameters up to
10 μm. EDS analysis, Table 2, of these particles showed that these are
mainly composed of Al, Cu and Fe [38].

The surface of the welded alloys was observed by SEM and the
micrographs of the different zones are shown in Fig. 4(a–c). In the SZ,
both alloys tend to mix with each other and there is an extensive in-
terface between them exposed to the electrolyte. The dark areas (left
side – Fig. 4(a)) correspond to the AA2024, while the lighter areas
(right side – Fig. 4(a)) to the AA7475. The constituent particles are
aligned according to the flow of the welding tool rotation, either in the
SZ or in the TMAZ, according to arrows indicating the direction of ro-
tation. The microstructures of the HAZ are similar to their BM, either
for AA2024 or AA7475, as shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c), respectively, and,
as already reported by OM characterization of the etched sample, it was
not possible to establish the width of the HAZ by microscopic analysis.
Thereby, in this study, the electrochemical characterization was carried
out in the SZ, TMAZ/HAZ and the BM of both alloys.

3.2. Electrochemical characterization

Open circuit potential (OCP) measurements obtained with a mini
cell for the various welded alloys zones, as a function of exposure time
in the 0.01 mol L−1 NaCl solution, are presented in Fig. 5. The OCP of

the BM of AA2024 showed large oscillations, indicating high electro-
chemical instability in this alloy. This is due to its high number of
constituent particles, as shown in Fig. 3(a), which promotes the onset of
localized corrosion, after short immersion times [39–42]. In the BM of
AA7475, oscillations also occurred along the period of testbut with

Fig. 7. Optical micrographs of the (a) AA2024 and (b) higher magnification of
the corroded area, indicating intergranular and pitting corrosion after 24 h of
exposure to 0.01 mol L−1 NaCl solution.

Fig. 8. Optical micrographs of the (a) AA7475 and (b) higher magnification of
the corroded area, showing intergranular corrosion after 24 h of exposure to
0.01 mol L−1 NaCl solution.

Fig. 9. Variation of |Z|0.63 Hz as a function time for SZ and TMAZ/HAZ of the
AA2024 and AA7475 in 0.01 mol L−1NaCl solution.
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lower frequency and smaller amplitudes.
The zones affected by FSW (TMAZ/HAZ and the SZ) presented more

negative OCP compared to their corresponding BM showing that the
effects of FSW on the alloy microstructure are substantial and can be
detected by this simple procedure. Intermediate OCP values, between
that of TMAZ/HAZ, was measured in the SZ of the two alloys, indicating
that galvanic coupling effects might occur. However, the OCP of the SZ
was closer to that of the TMAZ/HAZ of the AA7475. Concerning the
BM, lower OCP was related to the AA7475 (Zn-rich) comparatively to
the AA2024 (Cu-rich). However, it is important to notice that direct
galvanic coupling between the two BM does not occur as they are not
directly coupled, even though cathodic and anodic polarization effects
might be expected when both BM and the weld zones are exposed to-
gether to an aggressive media. Interestingly, the relative OCP values
presented in this study are not in accordance with those reported by de
Abreu et al. [4] for the same alloys welded by FSW, but in a different

solution (0.1 mol L−1 Na2SO4 + 0.001 mol L−1 NaCl). These authors
used a macro cell to analyze the joint and reported an intermediate
value for the OCP of the welded sample in comparison with the re-
spective BM (OCP AA2024>OCP joint>OCP AA7475). However, the
authors observed that the EIS results of the FSW joint showed lower
corrosion resistance than the BM of both alloys. In this study, the dif-
ference is explained by the microstructure modifications induced by the
welding process carried out to develop localized corrosion more intense
at the TMAZ/HAZ at the AA7475 side of the weld. The use of the mini
cell allowed to restrict the area analysed to different zones resulting
from FSW, whereas the macro cell exposes a mixture of zones not being
possible to separate the specific contribution of one zone and its mi-
crostructure to the electrochemical behavior. Besides sulphate and
chlorides ions compete for the same surface also affecting the electro-
chemical results. The literature reports the effects of sulphate ions in
sodium chloride solutions on pure aluminium [43]. It is suggested that

Fig. 10. Optical micrographs of the (a-b) HAZ/TMAZ of the AA2024, (c-d) TMAZ/HAZ of the AA7475 (e and f) SZ after 24 h exposure to 0.01 mol L−1 NaCl solution.
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SO4
−2 ions retard the oxide film breakdown by Cl- ion incorporation

into the film.
In this study, the evolution of the electrochemical behavior of each

individual region was monitored by EIS using the mini cell, and the
results are presented in Fig. 6(a–e). Data dispersion was seen in the
lower frequency region. Consequently, only the results obtained at
higher and medium frequencies are presented.

A comparison of both aluminum alloys (BM) shows lower im-
pedance values for the AA2024 compared to the AA7475. This is in
accordance with the OCP results interpretation and can be ascribed to
the more complex microstructure of the former alloy when compared to
the latter. The low magnification OM images acquired after 24 h ex-
posure to the electrolyte, displayed in Figs. 7(a and b) and 8 (a and b),
clearly demonstrate the difference in electrochemical activities. They
show a large proportion of the exposed surface of the AA2024 with
visible localized corrosion sites, whereas for the AA7475, corrosion
sites are dispersed in the surface.

EDS analysis of the corrosion products was performed after 5 h of
immersion test. Corrosion products composed of Al, O, Zn, Fe, Cu and
Cl were found in large amounts on the AA7475, covering the entire
surface. The amount of corrosion products found on the AA2024 was
concentrated mainly on the precipitates and these were composed of Al-
Cu-O (data not shown). It was not possible to perform EDS analysis for
long immersion times, due to the great amount of corrosion products on
the surface.

For the AA2024, the impedance varied along the period of test
(Fig. 6 (a)). This can be attributed to the activation and deactivation of
corrosion sites, with deactivation occurring not only due to the

detachment of corroded IM particles but also due to their partial or total
coverage by corrosion products. For this alloy, the selective attack of
the initially anodic Mg-rich IM (S-phase) leads to copper enrichment
reversing its polarization. Reduction of oxygen on these particles leads
to alkalization at their surroundings, with the consequent cathodic at-
tack of the aluminum oxide film [39].

In the case of the AA7475, despite its higher impedance compara-
tively to the AA2024, there was a steady decreasing trend of the im-
pedance modulus (Fig. 6 (b)). After 24 h of test, the surface of this alloy
showed both, pitting (Fig. 8 (a)) and intergranular corrosion (Fig. 8
(b)). However, as previously stated, fewer areas were affected by cor-
rosion in comparison with the AA2024.

EIS results for the TMAZ/HAZ of both alloys showed lower im-
pedance values when compared to their respective BM. For the TMAZ/
HAZ of AA7475 (Fig. 6 (d)), there was a large decrease in impedance
modulus with time, and after 24 h of test, an inductive loop was seen at
the low frequencies, as also observed for SZ (Fig. 5 (e)). The presence of
inductive loops at low frequencies for aluminum alloys is typical of
strong localized attack [44].

In the Fig. 9 compares the impedance modulus of the welded af-
fected zones at 0.63 Hz. The corrosion resistance increased in the fol-
lowing order: SZ<TMAZ/HAZ (AA2024)<TMAZ/HAZ (AA7475).
The lowest impedances related to the SZ is caused by galvanic coupling
of the two alloys and the high electrochemical activity of the TMAZ in
both alloys, AA2024 and AA7475, which are the zones of the two alloys
in contact with each other. The SZ impedance values were close to those
of the TMAZ/HAZ of the AA2024, suggesting that the contribution of
this alloy in the galvanic coupling related to the SZ predominated over

Fig. 11. Bright Field and High Angle Annular Dark Field Transmission Electron Micrographs of (a and b) BM of the AA7475 and (c and d) TMAZ/HAZ of the AA7475.
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that of the AA7475. This could be associated to the higher electro-
chemical activity in the TMAZ of the AA2024 comparatively to the
AA7475, due to the higher concentration of precipitate particles in the
AA2024.

Fig. 10 (a–f) displays the OM of the FSW after 24 h of immersion in
the electrolyte. Due to the fact that two different materials were FSWed,
the formation of a mixed structure within the SZ is inevitable. Typically,
the SZ is characterized by an onion ring structure. Besides, fine particle
of the material in the advancing side (AA2024) disperse throughout the
stir zone of the retreating material (AA7475). That is the main reason
regarding the heterogeneous corrosion resistance in the stir zone. Even
though presenting a higher density of corroded areas, the aspect of the
TMAZ/HAZ in the AA2024 (Fig. 10(a and b)) is very similar to its BM,
associated with the constituent particles. Queiroz et al. [33] showed
that clustering of broken constituent particles may enhance local cor-
rosion activity at the TMAZ/HAZ of the AA2024 welded by FSW.
Conversely, the SZ of the AA7475 exhibits a region with intense loca-
lized attack (Fig. 10 (c) – top right side) that seems to protect its

Fig. 12. HAADF-STEM micrographs of precipitates found in BM and TMAZ in
AA7475.

Fig. 13. Potentiodynamic polarization curves of the TMAZ/HAZ AA2024,
AA7475 and SZ after 2 h of exposure to the 0.01 mol L−1 NaCl solution.
Overvoltage of +50 mV (anodic) and −150 mV (cathodic) in relation to the
corrosion potential of each zone are indicated.

Table 3
ia and ic values obtained from Fig. 13 in the FSW zones after 2 h of exposure to
0.01 mol L−1NaCl solution.

ia* (A/cm²) |ic|** (A/cm²)

TMAZ 2024 2.0 × 10−6 8.8 × 10−6

SZ 4.8 × 10−5 3.0 × 10−5

TMAZ 7475 1.8 × 10−5 4.8 × 10−6

* overvoltage of +50 mV in relation to the corrosion potential of each zone.
** overvoltage of −150 mV in relation to the corrosion potential of each

zone.

Fig. 14. Optical micrographs of the SZ after (a) anodic and (b) cathodic po-
larization in a 0.01 mol L−1 NaCl solution.
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surroundings. The FSWed process may have favored the precipitation of
MgZn2, the main cause of intergranular corrosion in 7XXX alloys.

Fig. 11(a–d) presents TEM micrographs of the BM and the TMAZ/
HAZ in the AA7475. They clearly show accumulation of aligned pre-
cipitates at the grain boundaries of the TMAZ/HAZ zone. An in-
vestigation of microstructural evolution in AA7075 during FSW by
Mahoney et al. [45] concluded that maximum process temperatures are
between 400 and 480 °C. EDX analyses of these precipitates, Fig. 12,
showed that they are composed of Mg and Zn, the main constituents of
η phase. This suggests that the solubilization temperature of ƞ phase
was reached in the TMAZ during FSW, and solubilization was followed
by ƞ phase preferential reprecipitation at the grain boundaries. Abreu
and co-workers [4] realized differential scanning calorimetry analyse
(DSC) in the AA7475 and proved that ƞ fase dissolution just above 400
°C. Therefore, the ƞ precipitation increased intergranular corrosion
activity, as it has been reported in literature [5,31,38,46,47].

Anodic and cathodic potentiodynamic polarization curves corre-
sponding to 2 h immersion in the 0.01 mol L−1 NaCl electrolyte are
presented in Fig. 13. The values presented refer to the regions where the
effect of galvanic coupling was observed, ie TMAZ/HAZ zones of the
two BM and SZ. As the corrosion potentials presented significant dif-
ferences, to allow a better quantitative comparison for each weld zone,
anodic (ia) and cathodic (ic) current densities were determined at
overpotentials of +50 mV and −150 mV, respectively. The results are
shown in Table 3. For each branch, the current density was greater at
the SZ, confirming the increased electrochemical activity of this zone,
as already indicated in the EIS diagrams and in accordance with pre-
vious investigation [4]. Concerning the behavior of both TMAZ/HAZ
zones, the AA7475 exhibited larger ia, whereas ic was greater for the
AA2024. The former behavior can be explained by the stronger IGC
susceptibility of the TMAZ/HAZ in the AA7475, whereas the increased
amount of IM leads to increased the TMAZ/HAZ in the AA2024. Indeed,
the OM images of these regions (not presented in the manuscript)
confirmed such features.

In the Fig. 14 shows OM micrographs of the SZ after (a) anodic and
(b) cathodic polarization tests. After cathodic polarization, it was ob-
served that corrosion occurred mainly at the vicinity of the precipitates
in the AA2024 alloy, in accordance with the recognized cathodic role of
these precipitates [39–41]. Conversely, anodic polarization resulted in
intense corrosion of the AA7475, mainly at the interface between this
alloy and the AA2024, which exhibited very few localized corrosion
sites.

A corrosion mechanism has been previously proposed for the same
welded alloys by Abreu et al. [4]. According to this mechanism, when
in contact with the electrolyte, anodic polarization of the AA7475 leads
to Zn dissolution from the constituent particles due to its high reactivity
and on the AA2024 cathodically polarized, oxygen reduction with hy-
droxyl ions formation occurs on top of the Cu rich particles in the
AA2024 alloy. Also Mg in the AA2024 Cu rich particles is dissolved
from these particles. The anodic dissolution of Zn ions followed by their
migration to the cathodic regions of AA2024 generates Zn hydroxide.
The Zn hydroxide precipitation occurs mainly on the phase-S due to a
local pH increase associated to the oxygen reduction reaction. The Mg
from the S-phase oxidizes depending on the distance between the SZ
and the affected particle, but the S-phase remains active for the oxygen
reduction reaction. When the immersion time increases, constituent
particles are progressively covered by Zn hydroxides, leading to a sig-
nificant slowdown of the oxygen reduction reaction and the galvanic
activity.

4. Conclusions

The corrosion behavior of dissimilar aluminum alloys (AA2024 and
AA7475) joined by friction stir welding (FSW) was investigated by
electrochemical techniques in function of time using a mini cell and a
0.01 mol L−1 NaCl solution. The increased corrosion activity related to

the SZ comparatively to the TMAZ/HAZ of both alloys was ascribed to
galvanic coupling between the alloys in this zone. The galvanic cou-
pling effect was confirmed by potentiodynamic polarization curves. The
SZ showed corrosion potential between both ZTMA/HAZ.

The current density was higher at the SZ, confirming the increased
electrochemical activity of this zone. The AA7475 acts as anode
whereas the AA2024, as cathode of the galvanic coupling. Intergranular
corrosion was identified on both alloys, but predominated in the
TMAZ/HAZ of the AA7475, due to the η (MgZn2) phase which was
precipitated preferentially at the grain boundaries of the TMAZ. In the
TMAZ/HAZ of the AA2024, clustering of broken intermetallics by
FSWed process enhanced the local corrosion activity.

This study concluded that the FSW process causes microstructural
and electrochemical changes in the Al alloys due to mechanical de-
formation and/or temperature effect (TMAZ/HAZ). This was possible
using a mini cell that allowed to individually test each of the FSW zones
(TMAZ/HAZ and SZ); as these electrochemical changes can only be
properly characterized if one zone is isolated from the others. It is
important to note that the interface between SZ and BM corresponds to
the TMAZ/HAZ, and this zone is the most electrochemically active in
comparison with the other FSW zones. These modifications show the
importance of isolating the FSW zones not only to evaluate their cor-
rosion resistance but also to compare them with the BM.
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